Abstract-Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) is one of the most widely used bioinformatics tools to determine similarities between genomic sequences. Ever since its inception several algorithmic improvements have been made to improve speed and runtime memory requirements without affecting the sensitivity and selectivity of the tool. Fast search algorithm (FSA) BLAST has been the most successful among such improvements with 20-30% faster processing rate. In this work a modified data structure is used for the hit detection process. Codes have been developed separately for use of existing and modified data structures and tested on sample database. It has been found that the use of new data structure results in up to 81% reduction in run time memory requirement and about 20% reduction in hit detection time without affecting sensitivity and selectivity of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) is the most widely used sequence similarity search tool used by computational biologists to understand the role, structure and function of genomic sequences. BLAST performs comparisons between a pair of sequences in order to find regions of local similarity [1] . The popular BLAST derivatives are NCBI-BLAST (web based and standalone versions are available) [2] , [3] , WU-BLAST [4] , Paracel BLAST [5] and fast search algorithm (FSA)-BLAST [6] , [7] . Among them, NCBI-BLAST (standalone) and FSA-BLAST are open source programs and any one can download (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/Latest, http://www.fsa-blast.org ) and experiment with the program code and algorithms.
Because of its widespread usage (used over 120,000 times each day [8] ) any improvement to the BLAST algorithm that can reduce runtime space and time without effecting sensitivity and selectivity [9] would be very much desirable. Over the years several modifications to the fundamental algorithms and new heuristics in BLAST were proposed to improve speed and minimize runtime space [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Manuscript This paper proposes modified data structure that reduces the runtime space during the hit detection stage of the FSA protein BLAST algorithm.
Basically, BLAST program was designed to analyze both protein and DNA sequences. It has mainly four algorithmic steps namely finding hits, performing un-gapped alignments, performing gapped alignments and computing trace back and outputting the results [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] . The main functional differences between NCBI BLAST and FSA BLAST are, one is the structure used for finding hits between a query sequence and database sequence during the hit detection stage and the other is using semi-gapped and restricted insertion alignments during alignment stage of the algorithm [6, 7] . This paper proposes modified data structure that reduces the runtime space as well as time complexity of the hit detection stage of the protein BLAST algorithm.
Hits are short, fixed length high scoring matches between query sequence and database sequence. For protein search, hit is a match of word length 3 and inexact matches are permitted whereas for nucleotide search, hit is an exact match of word length 11. For finding hits, FSA-BLAST used an optimized deterministic finite automaton (DFA) which reduced the total BLAST search time by 6 to 30% compared with table look-up used in NCBI BLAST [3, 7] . But study on this implementation revealed that, the number of query pointers used by the structure is fixed and dependent on alphabet size (a) and word length (w), and is equal to "a w "(for protein sequence, a=24 and w=3), i.e., 24 3 =13,824, not on the length of the query. In the modified structure, it is made dependent on length of query sequence and the number of neighborhood words to each query word. This reduces the run time space of algorithm by a considerable amount because we are initializing only the necessary query pointers. This paper is organized as follows. The hit detection process in protein BLAST and construction of existing FSA-DFA structure for finding hits are briefly described in section 2. The modified structure is discussed and compared with existing one, in section3. In Section4, implementation details and testing of code are described. Result analysis is described in Section5. Conclusions are given in section6 and scope for further work is discussed in section7.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Hit Detection Process
In this stage, BLAST compares query sequence with each sequence of the database using Wilbur and Lipmann algorithm [17] . This process is done in two steps; one is structure construction which is unique for a query, and second is processing the database sequence to find word matches between query sequence and database sequence.
During the structure construction, fixed length overlapping words of length "w" are extracted from the query sequence. For example, let "BABBC" be the query sequence made up of an alphabet: {A, B, C} and w=3, then the fixed length overlapped words extracted from the query are: BAB, ABB, and BBC. For each query word, neighborhood words of length "w" are generated. A neighborhood word is a word obtaining a score greater than or equal to some threshold value "T" (default values used by NCBI-BLAST for protein search are T=11 and w=3) [18] [19] [20] , using a selected scoring matrix. For example for query word BAB, BAC is neighborhood word. When B is matched with B, score is 6, when A is matched with A, score is 5 and when C is matched with B, score is 0. Then the word score is sum of the individual scores and given below.
B A B | | | B A C 6+5+0=11 which is equal to T. The default scoring matrix used for protein BLAST is BLOSUM62 [21] . Each query word along with its neighborhood words will be associated with a query position and are stored in a structure. In the above example, query positions of query words BAB, ABB, and BBC are 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
While processing the database sequences, each sequence is processed sequentially, that is each sequence is read from the database, parsed into words of length "w" and searched for query word match in the structure. If a match is found, corresponding query word position "i" and database sequence word position "j" are recorded as hit, which will be the input to the alignment stage of the BLAST algorithm.
B. Existing FSA-DFA structure FSA-DFA consists of states, and transitions between the states. A state is a prefix word of length (w-2). The total number of states is equal to a (w-2) (24 for a protein sequence). FSA-DFA shown in Figure. 2 for an input given in Figure. 1 is constructed as follows. 1) a (w-2) states are initialized in such a way that each state consists of "a" transitions and each transition is associated with two pointers, one to the next state and other to a collection of words that share common prefix of length "(w-1)". Each word in the prefix table is associated with a query pointer pointing to a list of query positions which is initially initialized to NULL. 2) For each query word, neighborhood words given in Figure. 1(c) are computed based on the given threshold T using alignment scoring matrix, and their query positions are stored in the structure. For the given example, structure consists of 3 states A, B and C. Each state consists of 3 transitions A, B and C, and each transition is associated with corresponding prefix table. For a given query, we start with word BAB. Transition A of state B has pointer to next state A and pointer to prefix word table BA. In the prefix word table, for the word BAB, the query position is marked as 1 because it is available in query sequence at position 1. The neighborhood words to BAB, listed in fig 1(c) , are now computed and their positions are also stored in the structure. This process repeats for every query word. While processing the database sequence "CBABB", the first character "C" is read. That is we are starting with the state C. Then the next character "B" is read, transition "B" from state C is followed. Here transition B of state C has, one pointer to next state B and other pointer to prefix table of word CB. Since the next character read is A, and for the word CBA there is no match in the query sequence the search advances to next state B. Now we are at state B, and next character read is A, then transition A from state B is followed which has pointers to next state A and prefix word table BA. When the next character B is read, transition "B" from prefix table "BA" is followed. Here the transition has a query position 1, hence outputs the hit as (1, 2), i.e., match occurs at query position "1" and database sequence position "2" and search advances to next state "A". This process continues until the data base sequence is exhausted.
III. MODIFIED STRUCTURE
The limitation of currently being used FSA-DFA is,
. For a protein sequence, it is equal to 24 3 =13,824. Indeed, for a given query we may not be using these many pointers. Whether we use or not, 4 bytes of memory is allocated to each pointer which will be a considerable overhead on run-time space utilization. It can be overcome by using an array of states and prefix word hash table which makes the number of query pointers to be initialized dependent on the size of query and the number of neighborhood words each query word is associated with, instead of initializing fixed number of pointers. This section presents construction of such structure with an example and is explained below.
It consists of array of states, where each state is a word block of (w-2) length. The size of the array is equal to a (w-2) (24 for a protein sequence). Each state is associated with a hashed prefix word table with query or neighborhood word as key and pointer to list of query positions as value. Initially the size of each hash table is zero and it grows by one key and one value for each query word and its neighborhood words, while constructing FSA-DFA.
A portion of the modified FSA-DFA shown in Figure. 3, for the given query sequence "BABBC" is constructed as follows.
Let the query word be "w 1 w 2 w 3 ". For each query word, w 1 is the current state, w2 is the next state and w 3 is the transition that maps query word w 1 w 2 w 3 from current state into corresponding query position in prefix word hash table w 1 w 2 . In this example, for query word "BAB", B is the current state, A is next state and B is the transition that maps query word BAB into query position 1 in prefix word hash table BA. Similarly neighborhood words to word BAB are also mapped into query position 1. Similarly the remaining query words, ABB and BBC, and their neighborhood words are also mapped into their corresponding query positions in corresponding prefix word hash tables. So whenever a query word or neighborhood word is mapped into corresponding query position, two pointers are initialized. One maps into the hash table of that state and other to the next state. Hence the number of query pointers initialized is less than or equal to the sum of the number of query words and their neighborhood words. The database sequence "CBABB" is processed as follows.
When the first character "C" is read, we are starting with state C. Then the next character "B" is read, a pointer to next state B is followed. (2, 3) ). The process continues until the data base sequence is exhausted.
IV. TESTING
This section presents implementation details and testing of both existing and modified structures used for finding hits, in the hit detection stage of the FSA protein BLAST program. The algorithms using the existing and modified FSA-DFA structures described in section2 and 3 are implemented in C ++ language, in visual studio 2010 environment.
To test the code, first the input and output files are created. The input file consists of twenty protein sequences, randomly extracted from the non-redundant protein database of NCBI and Blosum62 scoring matrix. Here, the set of 20 protein sequences extracted are considered as database and each one of the 20, taken one at a time as query to be searched against database. Threshold value needed to find neighborhood words for each query word is hard coded (T=11). When each query is run on the database, the program outputs, pairs (i, j), that identify matches between the query and database sequences. The number of hits and the number of query pointers initialized for the structure are stored into the output file. This process is repeated for both the algorithms, existing and modified FSA-DFA with BLOSUM 62 scoring matrix. Time taken to construct the structure and processing the database sequence has been measured separately using system clock functions. Quantitative and qualitative analysis on the results is done and discussed in the next section.
V. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
A. Quantitative Analysis
The number of query pointers initialized during structure construction is taken as measuring factor for space complexity. For a small set of query sequences, the results are tabulated in Table1 given below. From the results we can see that, the number of query pointers initialized by the existing structures is fixed and is maximum possible. It is dependent on alphabet size "a" (24 for proteins) and word size "w" (3 for proteins), i.e., 24 3 =13,824 where as for the modified structures it is made dependent on size of the query sequence and the number of neighborhood words, each query word has. It is found that the percentage reduction in space varied from 18.8 to 81.6%, depending on the query length. Shorter is the query more is the percentage reduction in space. Time complexity of modified structure with the currently being used structure is compared as follows. System clock has been set separately to measure the structure construction time for the given query and time for processing the database sequence for finding hits. The least time unit that can be measured by the system clock function is millisecond. Since the processing of database sequence for finding hits runs in microseconds, it has been set to run 1000 times. It is observed that there is slight increase in processing database sequence time due to hashing function used to map the database sequence word into corresponding query position during the processing stage. Since the reduction in structure construction time is more significant (on an average reduced to 23.4%) than the slight increase in processing time, the overall time for finding hits is reduced by 20% on an average. Average percentage reduction in overall time for finding hits using modified structure is calculated for a small set of query sequences. The results are graphically represented in Figure.4 given above.
B. Qualitative Analysis
BLAST performs similarity search which can be improved either by increasing sensitivity or selectivity. Sensitivity of BLAST is defined as ability to recognize distantly related data base sequences to that of a query sequence. Selectivity is defined as ability to reject unrelated database sequences to that of a query sequence. The number of alignments being considered in the second stage of the BLAST is dependent on the number of hits generated in the first stage of the BLAST.
For example, for a query of length 110 amino acids, the number of hits recorded for both existing structure and modified structure is 984, when run on the database sequence of length 48748 amino acids. In the alignment stage, the scores of all 984 alignments are computed and best scored alignments will be taken into account for final output of BLAST. The experimental results tabulated in Table. 1 reveals that the number of hits recorded for existing FSA-DFA and modified FSA-DFA are similar. Hence we can say that, space complexity of the algorithm is reduced without effecting sensitivity and selectivity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
 The Alternative data structure for FSA-BLAST has been successfully implemented and tested.  Use of the new data structure resulted in reducing the runtime memory requirement significantly. For smaller query lengths (110 aa) the reduction was found to be up to 81%, for very large query length (4638 aa) it is about 19%.  The number of hit detections remained the same for all query sizes indicating that the use of new structures did not alter the sensitivity and selectivity of the BLAST tool.  The usage of modified data structures also resulted in reduction of total time taken by the algorithm to detect hits. The average percentage reduction in hit detection time is around 20% and showed little correlation to query length.  While the new algorithm reduces the space and time requirement in the structure construction stage, some time advantage is lost due to the usage of prefix word hash tables in place of prefix word table look-ups. Overall, there is significant advantage in terms of run-time memory and limited benefit in terms of hit detection time.  In the currently being used structure, state transitions are implemented as pointers to next states. But in the modified FSA-DFA structure these pointers are not needed because states are implemented as a linear array.
It resulted in reducing the run time space by 24x4 bytes per state object, which in turn drastically reduced the overall memory footprint of FSA-DFA structure.
VII. SCOPE OF THE WORK
The structure is to be further modified so that significant gains can be made in case of space and time complexities simultaneously.
While processing the database, the number of hits per database sequence is known when a specific query is compared with each sequence of the database. This information can be used to filter the database sequences that have negligible number of hits from being used in alignment stage. Implementing such filtering mechanism could further reduce the overall BLAST search time.
